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Although after it worked hard for more than 20 years, Haitian Publishing House, 
the only publishing company in the city of Shenzhen, has had some improvement, 
now it is on the state of transformation. Focusing on the series of problems during the 
restructuring of public institution, and led by the theory of competitive strategy, the 
author made a study of the competitive strategy of Haitian Publishing House 
according to the basic model of strategy management, which is strategy analysis, 
strategy choice, and strategy implementation. 
Beginning with a brief introduction of theory of competitive strategy, this paper 
made a research of macro-environment of publishing industry in China, and analyzed 
the overall situation for the survival and development of publishing industry. That is, 
firstly, as Chinese publishing industry has been protected by the government, it is 
disadvantageous in competition, while buyer’s market has started in China; secondly, 
facing globalization, competition in publishing industry in China will become more 
and more fierce; thirdly, though there is a large demand in Chinese book market, it is 
gradually shrinking; fourthly, the new technological revolution will greatly impact the 
traditional publishing industry. 
Then, the author made an evaluation on the status quo of Haitian Publishing 
House. It has some advantages in its “hardware”, such as manpower resources, 
financial strength and material resources. However, it has obvious disadvantages in 
building soft environment, like management. 
At last, by SWOT method, the author analyzed the advantages, disadvantages of 
Haitian Publishing House, as well as the opportunities, threats which may be made by 
the environment, and got the conclusion that Haitian Publishing House should follow 
the differentiation way to realize its further improvement. Specific measures, which 
are framework adjustment, corporate culture strategy, book brand strategy, marketing 
strategy and informationize management reinforcement, are also put forward. 
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①迈克尔.波特著，陈小悦译：《竞争优势》，华夏出版社，1997 年 1 月，P2。 
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图 1-1   三种基本战略 
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①迈克尔.波特著，陈小悦译：《竞争战略》，华夏出版社，1997 年 1 月，P55。 









































































亿册，纯销售图书 67.06 亿册，比 2003 年分别下降 3.9％和 1.3％，延续了 2003
年以来的下降趋势，库存码洋却比 2003 年增长了 11.9％，参见表 2-1。 
 
表 2-1：1999-2004 年全国出版业主要指标数据 
总印数  纯销售金额 纯销售册数 年  度 
  亿册 同比 亿元 同比 亿册 同比 
1999 73.17    355.04  73.30   
2000 62.74  -14.3% 376.87 6.1% 70.24 -4.2%
2001 63.10  0.6% 408.49 8.4% 69.25 -1.4%
2002 68.70  8.9% 434.93 6.5% 70.27 1.5% 
2003 66.70  -2.9% 461.64 6.1% 67.94 -3.3%
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